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“O you who believe! fear Allah as He should be feared, and die not except in a state of Islaam. And

hold fast, all together, to the rope which Allah (stretches out for you), and be not divided among

yourselves; And remember with gratitude Allah’s favour on you; For you were enemies and He joined

your hearts in love, so that by His Grace, you became brothers; And you were on the brink of the pit

of fire, and He saved you from it. Thus does Allah make His signs clear to you: that you may be

guided.

(Al-Qur’an, Surah ale-Imraan, 3: 102 - 103 )



Rise of the Jahil Mufti of Takfir

We are no doubt living close to the hour with the disappearance of Ilm and the death of the

Ulema we find ourselves at lost by all that is apparent. With this we found much extremism

rise especially over the course of the last 20 years from the Murji'ah and just as that was to

occur to subsidise that as a counter the rise of sincere ulema of Ahl' us Sunn'āh wāl Jāmm'āh

began to refute them.

But as expected with the Ibtillah which is divine in it's course we expected our Ulema to be

killed, imprisoned or silenced one way or another.

Some sold themselves for the sake of security and that gave us even more discomfort to our

hearts.

So with that we have seen the rise of the Juhaal Board of Not so senior but very very

relatively new self taught, prideful, arrogant and completely ignorant of the Shariah Sciences

take on the task of what they claim is "general advise" but actually dwellers into areas which

they have never learnt from anyone apart from what they themselves thought was correct.

And this is the state we are witnessing now.

'Abdullah b. 'Amr b. al-'As reported Allah's Messenger as saying: Verily, Allah does not take

away knowledge by snatching it from the people but He takes away knowledge by taking away

the scholars, so that when He leaves no learned person, people turn to the ignorant as their

leaders; then they are asked to deliver religious verdicts and they deliver them without

knowledge, they go astray, and lead others astray [Saheeh Al-Bukhari (1/33) &amp; Saheeh

Muslim #2673]

Why is that ? How can someone fall into this whilst we know the statement itself warns of

such actions being dispraised, This comes down to a Lack of ilm with a combination of no

Sincerity.

How does that show? When you this mufti of Takfir that this topic is out of your depth, he

gets angry. When you ask him where did you study he ignores you, when you ask him whom

did he study he ignores you.

When you find actually it was based on a PDF from another Jahil like himself he says he can't

remember where he got his understanding from. Finally he will say "The Quran is sufficient

as a Hujjah".

All the signs of sincerity absent can be easily spotted - even though its an affair of the heart in

its root. And this is via the following ways;

1. The person looks for praises, he will say speak about them ;

" Look at me there is nobody like Me!"

"The people they love me, Akhie sisters cant stop messaging me, who else is there speaking

out apart from me?"



When he receives those praises its difficult for him to change, he is out to please a crowd

which has become like his fan base, who are in fact disturbed youth with their own personal

problems in their life which need personal development classes to help them, let alone

worrying about who the "Athir" is.

2. He doesn't change to the truth and take advise from those more experienced because of

pride, those who are just like him tell him what he is doing is more than their own ability and

he is the most capable and suitable for this role.

His basis for evaluating weather he is doing Khair or not is based on likes, retweets etc.

He believes those who have sincere concern for him are either Jealous, full of envy, when it is

actually shaytan which has deluded this Mufti to believe he is a Naim'ah from Allah (swt)

almost close to a Mujdadid (reviver of sunnah of  صلى ااهلل عليه وسلمMuhammad Ibn

‘Abdillāh, the Imām of the Muwahhidīn).

When just under 24 months ago he didn't know the difference between Dawah and Hisbah,

was even making errors which are laughable and embarrassing to even mention.

Allah (swt) said;"So Which is better - The one who establishes the foundation of his building

on the Taqwa and pleasure from Allah or the one who builds his foundation on the edge of a

landslide that will fall over him and take him to hellfire? And Allah does not guide the

oppressors." [9: 109]

And this Taqwa is not obtained except with sincerity and a good truthful heart with good

character which good knowledge and Hidayah will surely make prevail in ones speech and

action.

Where is the Taqwa, when someone who is brave enough to make YouTube Videos about

subject matters others had to sit in Halaqat upon Halaqat in the late hours for years to

understand and even then when they thought they did had to ask question upon question, yet

you understand these sciences from one PDF and a JustPaste it link

Where is the Taqwa when someone advises You or tried to correct you, or even those who are

more ignorant than yourself (by no virtue) your Taqwa is to threaten them, call them

homosexual, boast how they are coward to meet you in a way only those in Jahilyah would

understand.

Indeed the great Sahabahi Abdullah ibn Mas'oud said, "Do not learn the knowledge for

three,

	



•	



To please the corrupted people,



	



•	



To debate with the scholars or,



	

•	

To direct all the people to yourself, and seek by your deeds that which Allah

has for you because that is what will remain and everything else will vanish.”



Abu Musa Al-Ash'ari and Abdullah bin Masud, both of them, quoted the Prophet of Allah as

saying;

Prior to the Last Hour, there would be a time when knowledge would shrink, and ignorance

would take place and bloodshed would increase. [Saheeh Al-Bukhari (8/89) &amp; Saheeh

Muslim #2672]

One only needs to look at the kind of statements being espoused today to see this Jahilyah

and prevalence of ignorance

"Give me divine proof, do not quote for me a scholar, we don't worship men."

As if our Deen was learnt by merely raising our hands and a book fell down and we needed

no scholar ever. As if the sahabah wasted their time teaching others from which this

knowledge of the Deen of Allah (swt) has been preserved and passed down to us.



Leaving the Ulema of Ahl' us Sunn'āh wāl Jāmm'āh

We don’t Worship Men! Is one of the replies of the Ghulaat Juhaal Extremists today when

you tell them that such and such matter needs a Shar (explanation) of any Mattan (text or

book etc) and as anyone who has ever read any book of classical scholar explained by anyone

today you will know their will be comments made of even a shar.

All this is vital to help us understand and this is merely for reading a book let alone if studying

this all together with a noble Shaykh, just spend an hour watching a Dars on Usool ul

Thalatha by Shaykh Ahmad Musa Jibril and you will realise how much you didn't know

about the book you thought you understood when you read it on your own.

The point of this is to bring to light the pathetic attempt by such Ghulaat to throw around

their own Hawashi (commentary) of a statement translated of a scholar such as Ibn

Taymiyah of Sheikh Muhammad Ibn Abdul Wahab without any reference to an Alim today

who can clearly explain the context of what was meant and in which context the statement

was made.

This is just a mere small example I am making here of a dozens of errors than can occur

when you take a specific statement for a specific reality and make analogy and misapply it to

another reality which can have various circumstances which need investigation and

verification of before giving any verdict.

And since they know their own fraud of a existence and so called work of Dawah maybe

feigned and bought to risk of a trial by referring to a scholar such as Ahmad Musa for

example to give a proper insight on such and such matter (let's say Takfir for arguments sake)

then their answer is we don't worship men.

As if to refer to a scholar when he says something different from what you understand is

Shirk. And this is an exaggerated claim and proposal of thought for the ignorants who do fear

Allah (swt) and are skeptical of misguidance to avoid any Ulema altogether.

What has this resulted in ?

Some of the statements I have first hand read is that Sheikh Anwar died as a Mushrik, Sheikh

Ahmad Musa Jibril is a Kafir Mushrik, the list can go on. I won't dwell any further here but

let us look then to the subject matter of imitation and referring to the Ulema of Ahl' us

Sunn'āh wāl Jāmm'āh and what the correct viewpoint is.

Imitation is Haram, and some extremists think that all forms of Taqleed are Haram, whereas

the Ulema of the Salaf us Saleh condemned those who said all Taqleed is Haram

Embarrassing really that we even have to address this point, but the point has been seen time

and time again in cheapest forms of propagation online as of recent times weather that be

YouTube or Twitter etc

The Aqeedah of Ahl' us Sunn'āh wāl Jāmm'āh is to follow the Salaf us-Saalih in accordance

with the Qur'an and Sunnah, as the Messenger  صلى ااهلل عليه وسلمMuhammad Ibn ‘Abdillāh,

the Imām of the Muwahhidīn said, "And whoever rejects my Sunnah is not one of me".



We are obliged to follow the Ulema after him, who follow the teachings of the Messenger

 صلى ااهلل عليه وسلمMuhammad Ibn ‘Abdillāh, the Imām of the Muwahhidīn

for he said, 'Follow my teaching and the Sunnah of the Rightly Guided after me', and that

teaching will be given to us by the Ulema.

Imam Shatabi said, 'The one who is not knowledgeable must ask the ulema otherwise he will

follow his Hawaa'

When you ask you ask for the Hukm it is to follow it to know what is allowed and not allowed,

if you want the 'Divine Proof ’ , meaning Daleel, then it is seek the ilm, but the Hukm you

must accept even if the Daleel You don't understand it.

Why? Because the Alim is the one who can understand the evidences and have the capability

to derive Akham from the evidences. He is the one who has the tools which you don't have!

Taqleed is of two types:

 

1) Inevitable – which no-one is not needy for, even the greatest scholar, meaning unless you

don't sit with anyone how will you ever know anything. Who can say he learnt about Kufr BitTāghūt (Disbelief and Rejection of the Tāghūt) just by picking up the Mushaaf and never to

refer to someone else who knows the meaning of the Shahadah and its own pillars and

conditions etc.

2) To make imitation to someone who contradicts to Islam, which is Haram.

Imam at-Tabari said 'I don't have anything to answer and give you the evidence, except to

give the answer of Imam Ahmed' i.e. he imitated him. The Ulema of the Hadith used to

imitate what ibn Ma'een said.

They would say that this has been confirmed with Imam Tirmidhi etc

All this is a mere shadow from the reality which we have not even begun to address the real

issues of the Ghulaat Juhaal today.

Imam ibn Taimiyyah said that he is either Jahil or a man of hawa, if he says all forms of

Taqleed is haram.

People will say that we are men and the salaf are men. However, we may look like men, but

the Salaf are the real men because they have knowledge.

 

Ibn Taimiyyah said that the knowledge is so deep and we do not have all the knowledge of

what is inside the ulema. The alim may or may not give his evidence or he may and it never

reaches us, but if the Hukm reaches us we will follow it, and we will refer to what he says even

if his evidence was sound or not.

However at the same time, when people say, "We follow the Haq not the men," we must not

forget that we do not know the Haq except by asking the ‘Ulema about the revelation.



And how do we know if something is Haq?

It is because of the wahi that has been revealed, it is not by the man who speaks it unless that

man is the Prophet because we know that Allah says,

"Nothing he utters is from his Hawaa, it is nothing but wahi" [Najm: 3-4]

The Prophet  صلى ااهلل عليه وسلمMuhammad Ibn ‘Abdillāh, the Imām of the Muwahhidīn

"What I follow is nothing but what Allah revealed to me"

His action is wahi, his sayings are wahi, his consent is wahi, we follow him and we do not

follow any other man or sheikh. However we must ask; who is this wahi carried by?

It is carried by Ahl Al Ilm and that is why Allah (swt) says,

"Ask Ahl Al Dhikr (the ‘Ulemaa) if you do not know".

The one who thinks he learn about the third nullifier of Tawhīd or the pillars of Tawhīd from

a two minute video or a meme may as well hang around any bus stop or train station and wait

for anyone to come along and refer to them.



Demon Dogs of the Khawarij Ideology revived.

In the past we had the Khawarij who were known for their exaggeration in piety which lead

them to make Takfir upon sin. Then before that we had the people of the Book who out of

their desires remained silent about the evil around them.

Allah (swt) said ;

“O people of the book, do not exaggerate in your deen, and do not follow the desires of the

people who have been misguided before and misguided many after and gone astray

completely. because they were silent on the evil.” [Hadid: 27]

Today some went above this in a opposite spectrum they did not even really study with any

Shaykh or Duroos the topic of Nawaqid ul Imaan and even if they had they would of known

that the purpose of this study was for them to safeguard their own Imaan. The point for

example to learn about the Shuroot of Salah would be to fulfil the Salah itself for ones own

Imaan to be complete as per the pillars of the Imaan mentioned by the Prophet ليه,, , لى ااهلل ع,, , ص

 وسلمMuhammad Ibn ‘Abdillāh, the Imām of the Muwahhidīn.

However what has occurred now is the Ghulaat became obsessed with the third nullifier of

Islam for example and began to look and hunt for anyone else who fell into this, making this

the Principle basis of ones own Tawhīd to be complete without even actually to realise the

conditions of ones of shahadah and pillars of Tawhīd which are actually absent in the lives of

many, especially their own.

Before they can jump and ask others if they have made Takfir upon the mushrikeen and

declared their Barā’ah from them, we need to ask have they done this the way Prophet

Ibrahim (as) did?

Rather this extremism our ears have heard of and eyewitness accounts of the criminals of

whom some now reside in the lands of Al Sham, who are nothing but Bughat and Ghulaat,

who have made wholesale Takfir, accusing others of being Athir, and lenient towards

"Mushrikeen" when from themselves we heard of them raping a Sunni Daughter of this

Ummah of  صلى ااهلل عليه وسلمMuhammad Ibn ‘Abdillāh, the Imām of the Muwahhidīn.

So do not be deceived by the slogans and terms used by them such as Muwahideen, this is but

a gradual fraud introduced along with terms such as Kufr Bit- Tāghūt (Disbelief and

Rejection of the Tāghūt) to feign your eyes and bewilder you thinking MashAllah' these we

also from the Taifa Al Mansoorah (The Victorious Group), yet which from the Taifa did you

hear about falling into extremism of Takfir and making the blood of Muslims Halal, and

even plotting to Kill them!

Such claims of being Muwahidden are much like those Madkhalis who have been claiming

Salafiyyah for years but are free from them the way the Shia are free from Ahl Bayt.

How Ahl Sunnāh are free from such wicked evil demon's who would make the Khawarij even

appear with Haya in their own Takfir.
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